PRESS RELEASE
Biznet Gio Launch NEO Cloud Multi-Region to Strengthen Cloud Computing Reliability
The first local cloud services provider to implement Multi-Region feature
as the leading solution for Disaster Recovery.
Jakarta, 15 November 2018 - PT Biznet Gio Nusantara with NEO Cloud introduced on previous year, now launching
its fully functioning feature of multi-region today. NEO Cloud is designed to operate in two or more data centers,
Biznet Data Center at Biznet Technovillage (Cimanggis, Jawa Barat), and Midplaza (Sudirman, Jakarta).
In a digital business battlefield where the geographical factor has subdued, the reliability and robustness of a service
are the critical elements for the companies to maintain. In case where businesses such as marketplace or payment
gateway, these two kinds of services will always have 24/7 availability requirement. If those elements failed to
accomplish the operation and business aspect will stop working, to some extent it will inflict a bad reputation from the
public view or even financial loss.
"This is the day is the momentum to reaffirm Biznet's commitment to keep innovating especially on the cloud
computing services. This feature update is to provide our customers more flexibility and to gain trust from the industry
for using Biznet as the leading service provider of infrastructure and technology in Indonesia,” said Adi Kusma,
President Director of Biznet.
Multi-Region feature in NEO Cloud, is a disaster mitigation scheme required by many industries. The basic framework
is to replicate services/apps into two separated physical machines in order to minimize impact caused by the failure of
a region. Every business entity therefore should have a proper and reliable disaster recovery plan.
CEO Biznet Gio Cloud (PT Biznet Gio Nusantara) Dondy Bappedyanto said, “Multi-Region on NEO Cloud is the key
feature mainly for cloud service provider to support Indonesian customers with high security and reliability. Now our
customers are able to build their infrastructure comprehensively in two different regions with their services available all
the time. This feature launch also has raised the bar in competition for the local cloud service provider to increase the
competitiveness while staying relevant to the global needs notably with data centers in Indonesia.”
The cloud architecture with enabled Multi-Region feature would significantly provide corporation business
enhancement. This configuration in NEO Cloud will sustain the business services continuous availability (read and
write access) by having low latency to every customer’s clients all over Indonesia, on the contrary compared with the
cloud provider operating on offshore data center.
PT Biznet Gio Nusantara proclaim to be the first local cloud services provider to implement this feature. NEO Cloud
currently has two URLs (endpoint) from two regions; Jakarta (Midplaza); and West Java (Biznet Technovillage). Each
of the region has three Availability Zones (AZ), therefore if one of the AZ failed another AZ still available at the same
region. On the other hand if one region goes down, the second region will take control to ensure the services to be
available.
“When a company targeted the local market, by considering having a multi-region architecture supported cloud
service provider, is one sharp decision to afford a prolonged business sustainability. NEO Cloud in this case will
always provide the best experience for using the cutting-edge technology in cloud computing. This service is also
supported by extensive facility of Biznet’s broadband and when it comes to the customer’s concern over the latency
and interconnection cost, not a penny charged,” Dondy concluded.
About Biznet
Biznet is a company focused on telecommunication and multimedia, which is committed to building modern
infrastructure the aim of reducing the digital gap of Indonesia with other developing countries. Biznet has and operates
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most advance Fiber Optic network and biggest data center in Indonesia. For further information about the company,
please visit www.biznetnetworks.com.
About Biznet Gio
PT Biznet Gio Nusantara is an Indonesian company providing cloud computing service. The company was
established in Jakarta on 22 September 2014 as a joint venture company between Biznet and Internet Initiative Japan
(IIJ is the pioneer and number one cloud computing service provider in Japan – www.iij.ad.ip). The main focus of PT
Biznet Gio Nusantara is providing the leading instant and affordable infrastructure service for customers supported by
reliable network infrastructure and data center owned by Biznet and also IIJ technology. For more information about
the company and its services, please visit www.biznetgio.com
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